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Feeling Less Tired  
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It seems to be that every other “mum post” online is about how tired we all are. And while yes, 
many mums are getting less than ideal amounts of sleep, many aren’t actually having less than 
before. Late nights working, partying or watching Netflix ate into out sleep before, we have just 
swapped the previous sleep destroyers for small humans. However, even on the days when the 
smalls are at their best and we are at our best, we are still tired.   
 
So why are we all so tired?   
 
Well, the truth is being tired isn’t just about sleep. So, when 
your amount of sleep might be out of your control it’s 
important to make the best of all the other options. Some of 
these will impact you faster, some may take more effort, 
some may just seem crazy, so start with the one that you 
think will be easiest and fastest for you.  
 
I’ve broken these down into 3 categories. Before, during and after. Before is also about preparing 
for the best sleep possible. During is as it says on the tin, during sleep, so ways to improve the 
quality while you are asleep and after is energy boosts after a bad night or many, many nights. 
 

Before  
COFFEE  
At the risk of being the most hated woman alive, you could be drinking too much coffee. You 
could also be drinking the right amount, but of the wrong type. Cheap, low quality coffee can 
make you feel more tired, then no coffee at all. Then there are the sugar loaded coffees that give 
your body a crazy spike in blood sugars, followed by an even worse crash. Reduce the quantity 
and increase the quality. Where possible go for an alkaline based coffee, I order my one Ebay, yep 
Ebay. It’s called Organo Gold and I love it. There are suppliers all over the world, but I find it 
quicker to hit eBay. Depending on how your habit-forming preference you may find it easier to cut 
coffee out altogether, you will hit a bit of a come down at first, but in the long run many people 
find this the easier option. Then introduce 1 or 2 back into your day if you must. Also add a cap to 
when you have your last coffee. My personal mark is finish it by 4pm to go to sleep at 10pm. I find 
to doesn’t stop me getting to sleep, but really changes the quality of my sleep. I also find decaff 
affects me in the same way. 
 

ALCOHOL  
On the 4th March 2018, I decided to become a non-drinker. It wasn’t adding anything to my life I 
couldn’t get elsewhere, (relaxing, losing my inhibitions, etc) and it certainly was taking away too 
much, (sleep quality, skin quality, energy level, money and general health). The benefits of cutting 
it out and being a non-drinker have been amazing and while it’s not for everyone I’m a huge 
advocate for cutting it down. Like coffee go for better quality and pair it with a lot of water. While 
many people use a drink at night to help them get to sleep it’s actually very counterproductive, as  
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the magical science people have proved it reduces the quality of our sleep big time. Not to 
mention how tired a hangover will make you feel. Another important factor in the alcohol debate 
is how often are you saying “I need a drink”. You NEED it, doesn’t that sound a bit like a 
dependency? Do you really want a fluid to have that much control in and over your life?  
 

STRETCH 
Having a stretch before bed helps your muscles and over 
worked body settle into a more comfortable position faster. If 
you live in a magical ideal world book a home massage every 
night before bed and a one to one 15-minute yoga session with 
a sexy topless hunk. But if you don’t live in this magical world a 
little stretch before you jump under the covers can work 
wonders. 
 

PREPARING YOU ROOM 
To space we sleep in can have a massive impact on the quality 
of your sleep. Even if one of your smalls still sleeps in your 
room, remember it is YOUR room. It should be a comfy, calm, 
relaxing place to be. If someone was going to redecorate their 
house I would always say do your own bedroom first. Evict the kid’s toys, remove the clutter, ditch 
the angry colours. Block out the light, this includes lights on TVs and alarm clocks. You know that 
tiny green standby light? Stick a dot of tape over it, or even better remove the device from your 
room completely. For a good night sleep electronic devises do not belong in bedrooms. Teaching 
this to your kids too s a great life skill. In our room we each have a watch and the baby monitor. 
That is all. Phones sleep downstairs, there is no TV and even the iPads and laptops get evicted. 
We also have the window open during most weathers (we live in the south of the UK, so not mega 
extreme). I’ve also become a big fan of either pillow mist or an oil diffuser. Not only does this help 
me get to sleep and stay asleep, but I do notice an improvement in my sleep too. If you’re getting 
an electric diffuser make sure it’s suitable for staying on all night and won’t have any flashing 
lights. 
 

PREPARING YOUR BED 
I’m a white sheet kind of girl. Plain white bedding for me is more peaceful and welcoming, but it 
also means you can shove it in a hotter wash without worrying about colours etc. Set a weekly or 
bi-weekly change your bedding day. Fresh bedding will actually help improve your sleep. Treat 
yourself to the best quality you can afford, if nothing else upgrade your pillows. Science has lots of 
opinions on electric blankets, we do have one for the winter, because getting into a cold bed 
wakes me up. We never sleep with it on and keep the room itself cooler. We also use a lavender 
pillow mist. I don’t always remember, but I do notice the difference when I haven’t. My final touch 
is a sleep mask. This is particularly useful if you and your other half get up and go to bed and 
different times. I’m a 5am to 9.30pm kind of person and my other half’s times vary 5.30am-7.45am 
and 9.30pm/1am. 
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SLEEP TIMES 
Planning you sleep times is so important, even when you know they will have to bend to the will of 
your toddler. When I teach mummas to set up their calendars the first thing I tell them to add is 
their sleep times. Set your bedtime and what time you want/need to get up. These should be the  
same time every day. Remember this is the time you want to go to sleep so you need to be in bed 
a little bit before. 
 

PRESLEEP RITUALS 
Have a little pre-bed routine that helps your brain know it’s sleep time. Wash your face, put on 
cream or oil, brush your teeth, use hand cream, brain dump into a little notebook, read a few 
pages of a book (set a maximum for this before you start). Make this routine work for you and your 
needs, thinking about what works well for you personally. 

 

During 
 

GAME PLAN 
Most of the during section is covered in the before section, but in addition you want to think 
about what could impact you during the night. Buzzing phones, flashing lights, children vomiting 
all over you. Fix the things in your power first. By now your phones are a sleep somewhere else 
right! You have taped over the annoying little lights or removed them completely too. Now what 
about the vomit covered child? Okay so dealing with the unexpected is part of being a parent, 
planning for it is tricky, but not impossible. If the same thing happens a lot, say a wet bed during 
potty training, be prepared. Have a bag or spares ready to go, sheets, PJs etc. Worst case, 
prepare who is going to deal with it. Are you taking turns during the same night or have one night 
on, one night off. Maybe you will both help and get it done faster. And when it’s not your turn, you 
need to focus on going back to sleep. Let the mum guilt go knowing you will be a better parent 
hen it is your turn because you went back to sleep. Your other half has got this.  
 

After 
 
WAKE UP TIMES 
Science has proven that lie ins are a killer. If work means a 6am start Monday to Friday, keeping 
that time Saturday and Sunday will actually make you feel less tired then changing it to 7am. That 
doesn’t mean you can grab yourself a nice hot drink and chill out on the sofa for the extra hour but 
do get up, so your body clock is constantly fighting and confused. If you need to and can grab a 
power nap during the day rather than have a lie in. I’m not going to pretend extreme nights don’t 
happen. A very sick kid overnight might mean you had 2 hours tops. This is when you do grab that 
bonus hour in the morning. But this should be the norm. Constantly varying your wake up and 
bedtime will freak out your body clock. 
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WATER  
That’s right. You’re tired because you are dehydrated. 
Start drinking more water on a regular basis and not 
only will you start feeling less tired, but you will also 
look less tired too. Winning!  

 

COFFEE  
As in the BEFORE section. 
 

FOOD  
It’s so true that you are what you eat. Put low-quality fuel in and get low energy out. I’m an 
advocate for the low carb lifestyle for many reasons and the fact that they make you feel more 
tired overall is certainly one of them. Carbohydrates are sugars, so there will be an initial come 
down, but the energy spikes and massive dips are so tiring that it's worth going through. I have 
three rules when it comes to food - EASY, CLEAN/NATURAL, LOW CARB. Don’t forget to feed 
yourself on a schedule that suits your body. Some people favour 3 meals, some little and often, 
some work well using intermittent fasting.   
 

PURPOSE  
Lack of day to day purpose is exhausting. Having a strong reason WHY and MOTIVATION, for 
getting going is key. You can use both these things to turn your negatives into positives. You’re 
not exhausted thinking about all the tidying you have to do, you're motivated by the end goal, to 
have a tidy home. Stop trying to fire fight your way through life and discover some meaning to it 
all. Change your mindset and watch your energy levels sore.   
 

MOVE  
As a qualified fitness professional, of course, this was going to feature, but only because it works. 
You don’t need to do a 10km run every day or even a 60-minute yoga DVD, just move. Go for a 
walk, dance around your kitchen, do a 15-minute stretch. Some positive upbeat music always 
helps. Sing/dance-a-long tidy-up time is a big energy booster in my house, so why not give that a 
go too.  
 

MENTAL HEALTH  
That tiredness feeling could also be a sign of depression and while all of the above will help with 
that low feeling, you might need to go a step further. Meditation, journaling (feeling and/or 
gratitude), affirmations, or even therapy. There are some great apps out there for all of these, so 
you can fit it in a suitable time. My favourite is Headspace, for a quick 5-minute meditation.  
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CLUTTER AND DISORGANISATION 
This is definitely a long-term strategy. Physical clutter and disorganisation have been proven to 
make your feel more tired. I am very protective of our home space. It’s essential to our wellbeing 
as a family. Clutter and disorganisation can start as mini-stresses and lead to big ones. Start with 
your bedroom, then move on to areas you use most. Struggling? Reach out and book a one to 
one session with me on decluttering. This is done virtually, so you can be anywhere in the world.  
 

TIME MANAGEMENT 
Tiredness can also be signs of procrastination or overwhelm or stress. Just looking at a crazy long 
to do list can be exhausting. Having a plan each week and each day can make things so much 
more manageable. Start making little changes like using our Ultimate To Do List notepad and 
build up to being an epic level time blocker. We run workshops on setting up Life structure or 
check out the time management playlist on our YouTube channel. 
 

MINDSET 
This for me is the hardest one, but it still works. It actually starts before bed. Stop setting up your 
mindset to be tired before you have even gone to sleep. Stop saying “ohhh I only have 6 hours 
before I have to be up, I’m going to be so tired tomorrow.” If this is your last thought before bed, 
then of course you will wake up feeling tired. Also consider how much sleep you actually lost… 
some of us are making ourselves tried or more tired, by saying “I’m tired”.  Yes, nights do happen 
where we get little to no sleep, but there are also times we say “I got no sleep” when in fact you 
lost maybe 20 minutes tops. Be realistic are worst, but ideally be super optimistic. Try saying “I 
slept great and I’m ready for the day” every morning no matter what actually happened and see 
what a difference it can make. FYI pre-warn your other half you are doing this. You don’t want 
them thinking you don’t need the help during the night because you suddenly always sleep well. 
 

BE SILLY 
I’m stressed, I’m exhausted, I’m hangry and the kid is playing up big time. STOP and be silly. Be 
the tickle monster, roll around on the floor, burst into song, do a crazy dance. Just break the cycle 
you are in at that moment. You will feel ridiculous, but who cares. I have even done this in the 
middle of the supermarket. We have sat on the floor in shop and counted all the red things we can 
see or cuddled every item going into the shopping trolley. Being silly ca lift your mood and 
reduce tiredness pretty much instantly. 
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HITTING THE WALL  
We started using this phase just a month after our 
daughter was born. It was a trigger for my other half to 
take over and give me some time on my own, usually just 
10 minutes for a shower, but sometimes 30-60 minutes, 
particularly if he had been away. We don’t just have a lot 
to physically do as mums, we have a lot to think through 
and process too. Hitting the wall is when you need to shut 
off and reboot. Be selfish, hand the kids over and 
recharge. Excepting this an essential requirement in life 
can be the difference between a full on burn out and 
continuing to be your super self.  
 
 
 

There are more amazing resources for a better, easier, happier motherhood on our website. If you 
have an area you are particularly struggling with, please let me know at 
hello@supermumsociety.com and we will do our best to help.  
 
We are here to help you enjoy your motherhood and remember that being a super mum is all 
about being the mum that YOU want to be. 


